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Abstract: This study explores teacher identities of native English-speaking teachers (NESTs) and
non-native English-speaking teachers (NNESTs) based on interview data collected from twenty
teachers who teach English to young learners in South Korean primary schools. The participants
comprised ten NESTs and ten NNESTs. Bourdieu’s concept of three pillars was used to explore
hegemonic relations between NESTs and NNESTs. The interview analysis showed that two different
types of symbolic capital—one specified as native-speakerism and the other concretized as qualified
tenured teacher positions—shape the dynamic nature of hegemonic relations that have constructed
an antagonistic collective habitus between NESTs and NNESTs. This study revealed that power
fluctuations and lack of institutional cultural capital shaped NESTs and NNESTs’ fragmented teacher
identities which increased their dissatisfaction with their current roles. Bourdieu’s concepts provide a
sociological vocabulary for understanding NESTs and NNESTs’ teacher identities and social status
trajectories. This study provides an important theoretical and policy implication that English education
practices and policies based on the ideology of native-speakerism fortify students’ preference for
native English and negative attitudes towards localized variants of English which threatens the
sustainability of linguistic and cultural diversities of localized variants of English.
Keywords: teacher identity; power conflicts; Bourdieu’s concepts: field; capital; habitus; native
English-speaking teachers; non-native English-speaking teachers; linguistic and cultural diversities of
localized variants of English

1. Introduction
As English obtains the status of an international language (EIL) with the number of
second-language English speakers outnumbering native speakers [1], the dominance of norms of British
and American native-speakers in English-language teaching (ELT) practices is being challenged [2].
The new paradigm of EIL in ELT rejects the ideology of native-speakerism which assumes that
native speakers and their cultures have superiority and authority. This phenomenon raises issues of
stigmatization of non-native English speakers, categorization of English users, language ownership and
identities, respect for cultural diversities [3], and negative impacts of native-speakerism on non-native
diverse cultures and their cultural sustainability. In particular, the categorization of English users
commonly classified into native and non-native speakers constructs power relations such that native
speakers have prestigious power whereas non-native learners imitate not only native speakers’ English
but also their norms and cultures [4]. The ideology of native-speakerism reflects the view that native
English is prestigious and correct [5]. On the other hand, in the EIL context, non-native varieties
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of English have been developed and are increasingly being recognized as variants of English [4].
Although local variants of English are increasingly obtaining their status and importance, the ideology
of native-speakerism still threatens the sustainability of cultural diversities, because it creates a negative
attitude among second language users towards localized varieties of English as well as a preference
for native English [6]. Kabel [7] emphasized that native-speakerism creates “realities of exclusion,
discrimination and rationalizations for intervention and cultural correction” (p. 17). To address the
problems of native-speakerism in ELT practices and policies, a commonly recommended proposal is
that a localized model, linguistically, culturally, and politically more effective for English teachers and
learners in the local context, should be applied instead of a native-speaker model [8].
Guo and Beckett [9] argued that English language led neocolonialism and forced English learners
to accept and prefer an unfamiliar pedagogical and social culture based on British and American
English which greatly threatens the sustainability of learners’ languages, cultures, and identities.
The linguistic imperialism also suggests that the viewpoint of English education enterprise affects
the cultural integrity of non-native speakers. Emphasizing second-language speakers’ near-native
proficiency in ELT practices and policies forces learners to become auxiliary members of the culture
that represents the traditional native English speakers and plays a role in cultural indoctrination [2].
Thus, ELT practices and policies based on the ideology of native-speakerism greatly threaten linguistic
and cultural diversities and their sustainability.
In many Asian countries, the powerful hegemony of English language greatly affected ELT
policies [10]. Influenced by the ideology of native-speakerism, the governments of some Asian
countries, such as Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, have established policies of actively
recruiting NESTs to improve English education [11,12]. However, Wang and Lin [11] found problematic
results including a poor quality of English instruction, damaged professional identities among NNESTs,
and the recruitment of unqualified and inexperienced NESTs. Teachers’ professional identities
constructed through well-designed training and certification lead teachers to perform better [13].
However, because of the limited recruitment pool, most expatriate NESTs in these countries are not
expected to possess a professional identity as teachers (i.e., most expatriate NESTs are unqualified and
inexperienced teachers) when they are recruited. In this case, their teacher identities can be cultivated
during co-teaching practices, interactions with NNESTs, and participation in the local English teacher
community. Thus, it is necessary to investigate how NESTs’ teacher identities are cultivated or impeded
in the context of the prevalent co-teaching practices between NESTs and NNESTs [14]. Additionally,
one needs to examine how NNESTs’ professional teacher identities are challenged and damaged in the
co-teaching processes with NESTs based on native-speakerism ideology.
In the ideological relation based on native-speakerism, NESTs are believed to enjoy superiority as
legitimate English teachers whereas NNESTs are considered to be disempowered because of the label
of “non-nativeness” in the English teaching community. Richards [15] argued that NESTs working in a
foreign country “are sometimes credited with an identity they are not really entitled to” (p. 111) which
is regarded as the “native-speaker as expert syndrome”. Wang-McGrath [16] supported Richards’
point by arguing that expatriate NESTs have linguistic and sociocultural power over local NNESTs
(p. 44) which is why the position of NNESTs has been frequently examined within the framework of
“hegemonic relations” between NESTs and NNESTs [17]. These hegemonic relations reflect NNESTs’
fear of losing their value as English teachers and entail a power struggle to maintain their legitimate
status as English teachers.
However, in the case of expatriate NESTs, the power structure in the co-teaching environment is
more complex because expatriate NESTs have to work with NNESTs who have different sources of
power such as teaching qualifications and local knowledge. Jeon (2009) [18] criticized the simplistic view
of NESTs as beneficiaries of the ideology of native-speakerism and argued that NESTs also experience
marginalization in their interaction with NNESTs and students. According to Kim (2012) [19], NESTs
perceive themselves as proficient teachers in the classroom but feel like outsiders outside it.
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To understand these hegemonic relations between NESTs and NNESTs [17] who possess different
power sources and compete by valuing their own power sources to produce and reproduce legitimate
and superior status in the classroom, organization, and community, Bourdieu’s concepts of field, capital,
and habitus might be useful. The NNESTs previously had been regarded as legitimate teachers because
of their institutional cultural capital (e.g., educational background and teacher certification). However,
NESTs with English native-speaker status, or native-speakerness, a powerful linguistic capital in the
field of English education, have threatened NNESTs’ reproduction of their legitimate status as English
teachers in this field. Accordingly, power conflicts stemming from competing valuations of their
respective strong capitals may be inevitable. Moreover, the different strengths of NESTs and NNESTs
in terms of co-teaching practices are expected ideally to yield synergetic effects. However, teacher
autonomy, particularly considered as a direct and explicit link to teacher professional identity [20],
may impede such synergism. Their different cultural capitals can work to cause them to become
mutually autonomous professional teachers, often threatening their identity as teachers as they feel
disrupted or imperfect. Achieving teacher autonomy might entail devaluing the capital of their
counterparts. Thus, this study explores the construction and replication of NESTs’ and NNESTs’ teacher
identities during their co-teaching practices, as well as their power conflicts, through Bourdieu’s
three pillar concepts—field, capital, and habitus. Previous studies mostly documented the problem
of native-speakerism in terms of learners’ preference for native English and their negative attitude
towards local variants of English. The current study focused on the influence of native-speakerism on
both native and local English teachers’ fragmented professional identities and anxiety.
2. Theoretical Background
The implementation of NEST recruitment policies changes the field of English education as a
site for the distribution of power and social control [21]. The NESTs entered the existing field of
NNESTs, parents, students, government agencies, private educational institutes, and civic group, and
consequently, new struggles for the power and social control ensued. Though previous studies of
cultural capital in the field of education have mainly focused on students [22], this study focuses on
the social relations between NESTs and NNESTs, who have been greatly affected by this policy in
terms of their teaching culture, practice, and identity. Hence, this study concentrates on the field of
English teaching.
Drawing from Bourdieu’s conceptual framework, the hegemonic relations reported between
NESTs and NNESTs [17,23–26] can be analyzed in terms of differences in their opportunities to access
capital and the distribution of their symbolic capital which depend on their relative power in this
specific field. As Bourdieu and Wacquant [27] argued, the types of capital and the field are interrelated,
and capital confers power over the field. The concept of the field is relational or dialectical [28] and
focuses on power, domination, and class [29]. The forms of capital are field-specific, and in the field
of teaching, intangible cultural capital—including knowledge, skills, lifestyle, qualifications—holds
great significance [30]. The field of English teaching has two prominent forms of cultural capital that
confer power over the field and constitute forms of symbolic capital that provide participants with
legitimacy: linguistic capital, which is a form of embodied cultural capital [31] that refers to “external
wealth converted into an integral part of the person” [32] (p. 244); and institutional cultural capital,
which indicates “officially recognized, guaranteed competence” (p. 243), exemplified by academic
certifications or technical qualifications [33]. Linguistic capital in the field of English teaching presents
as symbolic capital, embodied in the form of reputation, prestige, and authority [29], which shapes the
way “in which social fields are organized as particular hierarchies of positions and capital” [33] (p. 169)
through the prevalent ideology—native-speakerism—while institutional capital includes teacher
certificates and educational background. Institutional cultural capital is embodied in tenured teacher
positions in the organization, in contrast to contract teacher positions. The policy forced the rules of the
game to be re-written in this field, and the convergence of the power held by NNESTs has been divided
between NESTs, who possess linguistic capital based on native-speakerism, and NNESTs as tenured
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teachers. Accordingly, the re-distribution of power and power struggles [25,26] to gain legitimacy
continue [23,24].
Though Bourdieu’s constructivist structuralism includes concepts such as field, capital, habitus,
doxa, symbolic violence, etc., the three concepts of capital, habitus, and field are widely recognized
as Bourdieu’s master concepts [34]. As these concepts are intertwined, they need to be analyzed
relationally, though research in cultural capital as a stand-alone tool to understand the social world
of the field of education seems prevalent in the sociology of education [34]. Bourdieu writes of
Habitus as “a system of lasting, transposable dispositions which, integrating past experiences, functions
at every moment as a matrix of perceptions, appreciations, and actions” [35] (pp. 82–83). In the
absence of a clear definition, habitus has been extended and diversely applied [36] and remains
ambivalent [37], so that it has come to include varying elements, such as cultural codes as collective
habitus, individual social actors’ dispositions, perceptions of the field [35], identity related to the
field [29], and values, beliefs, and norms [38]. As “the product of the internalization of the structures”
of the social world [39] (p. 18), habitus naturally includes the individual social actor’s identity [40].
It is a tool to analyze the social world within the structure of a field with small-scale interactions
between social actors and their behavior within large-scale settings [41], linking individual social
actors as a micro form to the field as macro structure. Habitus is not fixed and is subject to change
and modification depending on changes in the field and struggles over capital arising as the field
changes [29]. Habitus incorporates the duality of individualized and collective elements; most studies
try to embody this duality, and some research has shown the interactions between the individual and
the class collective [41]. However, educational research has not produced many empirical studies of
habitus because of the difficulty of operationalizing it [41]. Previous studies, such as those focusing
on individual dispositions of habitus [42], the educated habitus of individual and working-class
interactions [43], and the operationalization of habitus as students’ occupational aspirations [44],
present a diverse range of focuses on habitus. The difficulty in operationalizing habitus because of
its broad and ambivalent nature demonstrates that holistic and comprehensive views of habitus may
hinder its empirical study; instead, a study of habitus within the narrowly focused aspects peculiar to
a specific field [36] and context may be more appropriate. Accordingly, this study explores the habitus
focused on NESTs’ teacher identities and the collective habitus shaped by their social status in terms of
the two prominent cultural capitals, their roles in the classroom, and interactions and power struggles
with NNESTs in the field of English teaching.
Regarding the prominent cultural capitals in this field, non-native speakers have been treated as
second-class citizens within the perspective of native-speakerism [45], though the dichotomy based
on native-speakerism has been criticized [46]. Accordingly, native-speakerness plays the role of
reproducing unequal and oppressive social orders in the field [47]. Thus, English native-speakerness
can be viewed as linguistic capital in the form of embodied cultural capital that reproduces the
inequalities in the field. The prevalent perception of standard English reflects the notion that largely
monolingual native-speakers who are white and middle class own the English language and draw
legitimacy through this “native” form of the language [48]. Pavlenko [47] found that English education
has led some students to believe that the white majority exclusively owns the English language and
to perceive African American English as erroneous and inferior. Accordingly, native-speakerism
incorporates the class collective habitus at the nation-wide and ethnic levels.
From the perspective of institutional cultural capital, NESTs are employed as contract teachers
in distinction to tenured teachers, reflecting their lack of institutional cultural capital, while NNESTs
are tenured teachers. Contract teachers commonly perceive themselves as second-class citizens in
their organizations because of their employment instability and low status in the profession and
sometimes feel exploited and unfairly treated [49]. Govinda and Josephine [50] found that contract
professionals feel discriminated against by tenured professionals; and contract teachers have some
psycho-social and financial barriers [51] and difficulties in interpersonal relationships with tenured
colleagues. As contract teachers, NESTs may encounter problems similar to other contract teachers
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and perceive themselves as second-class citizens. Accordingly, institutional cultural capital empowers
NNESTs in this field and reproduces an unequal social order. Therefore, the tenured-contract teacher
positions, as field-specific collective class habitus, frame the structure of the field.
Post-structuralists such as Bourdieu [35], Norton [52], and Zembylas [53] highlighted the place
of power in identity construction. For example, Norton states that “relations of power can serve
to enable or constrain the range of identities” [52] (p. 9). This relates to Zembylas’ argument that
‘teacher identity is constantly becoming in a context embedded in power relations, ideology, and
culture’ [53] (p. 213). Bourdieu’s notion of power as a relational or process-oriented function through a
multiplicity of relations in the field can be useful in analyzing the power struggle of organizational
actors in accumulating capital [28]. Bourdieu introduced the notion of symbolic capital to explain
power relations in a society [32]. According to Bourdieu [32], symbolic capital is what a dominant
group authorizes as legitimate. As cultural capital is converted to symbolic capital when regarded as
legitimate, symbolic capital may be the most valuable capital and the foundation of the ultimate basis of
durable power [29]. The NESTs’ linguistic capital becomes symbolic capital when English-nativeness is
highly valued, while NNESTs’ institutional cultural capital can be converted into symbolic capital when
their qualified tenured teacher position is valued. In hegemonic relations, both NESTs and NNESTs may
suffer power fluctuations and teacher identity crises. Thus, this study adopts poststructuralism which
challenges binary structural dichotomies and maintains that categories and meanings are continuously
shifting. This view flows into Foucault’s [54] argument that power is by nature shifting and dispersed
in discursive practices. According to him, power differentials are not stable; one who has power may be
powerless in one context but not in another. Zembylas [53] also argued that power relations influence
the process of shaping teachers’ identities. Both NESTs and NNESTs may have identity crises which
reflects the fact that neither party can have teacher autonomy and a holistic teacher identity.
In teacher education, identity has begun to receive more attention [25,55]. Even with a growing
trend towards studies of identity in teacher education, the identity of expatriate NESTs has rarely
been addressed in the literature. Instead, studies on NESTs have focused mainly on issues like lack of
collaboration [56], communication problems [57], ambiguous teacher roles [58], cultural differences [59],
and the challenges they encounter while working in foreign countries [60,61]. The issues from previous
studies imply that NESTs may have difficulties in forming teacher identities. The limited discussion of
NESTs might stem from the description of NESTs as empowered in the English teaching profession.
Trent’s [25] study is one of the few to address NESTs’ identity in terms of power conflicts. Trent
showed how key stakeholders in their schools challenge NESTs’ self-positioning as professional
language teachers thereby leading to power conflicts between NESTs and NNESTs. Although his
study demonstrated power conflicts between NESTs and NNESTs, it failed to illustrate how the
conflicts affected the ways NESTs make sense of themselves as teachers in co-teaching contexts. The
current study investigated expatriate NESTs’ teacher identities during their co-teaching practices and
interactions with NNESTs, as well as their power conflicts with NNESTs, using Bourdieu’s concepts of
field, capital, and habitus.
3. The Study
3.1. Context
Pairing native English-speaking teachers (NESTs) and non-native English-speaking teachers
(NNESTs) has been common in Asian Pacific countries such as Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, and
Taiwan [14]. According to Carless [14], many unqualified NESTs are hired to teach English in state
schools in Korea and Japan. This decreased emphasis on teaching qualifications is obvious when
we examine the hiring process of NESTs in those countries. For example, the English Programme in
Korea (EPIK) considers nationality as the most important criterion for selecting NESTs. The Korean
ELT policy determines the eligibility of NEST candidates for state schools based on citizenship of
“Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, South Africa, the United Kingdom, or the United States” [12]
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(p. 72). Teaching experience is not a deciding factor. These countries belong to the inner circle of
Kachru’s [62] model, indicating that hiring practices are heavily influenced by native-speakerism,
which considers native-speaking teachers ideal for teaching English [63], although the literature
challenges this assumption [7].
3.2. Participants
Twenty teachers (ten NESTs and ten NNESTs) participated in the study. The NESTs and NNESTs
teach English to primary school students from third to sixth grades. Table 1 summarizes the participants’
demographic information. For anonymity’s sake, interviewees were assigned IDs as shown in Table 1.
The participants were recruited on a voluntary basis. All participants were informed that this study
was not a part of any project organized by the school or the Ministry of Education (MOE) so as to
assure them that their participation would not affect their school life. To approach NEST participants,
a recruiting advertisement was posted six weeks before data collection on a popular network website
for NESTs in Korea. In the advertisement, the research area and process of data collection were clearly
stated, but only two candidates approached us via email to participate in the study. After interviews
with the first two participants, a snowball strategy was employed to recruit further participants through
word of mouth. Regarding the NNEST participants, the co-teachers of the NEST participants were
approached first. It was imperative to include the data from the NNESTs co-teaching with the NEST
participants, since power itself is relational and NESTs’ identity is constructed through interaction with
the NNESTs. Although ten NESTs were involved in the study, only seven were Korean co-teachers, as
in some instances two NESTs working in the same school had one Korean co-teacher. For example,
NT1 and NT2 were working in the same school with the same co-teacher, NNT1. Two co-teachers of
the NEST participants declined to participate in the study. Among the ten NEST participants, seven
NESTs (NT1, NT2, NT3, NT4, NT5, NT6, and NT7) had co-teachers among the NNEST participants
and the other three did not. The matching co-teaching pairs are listed in the last column of Table 1.
Twenty teachers (ten NESTs and ten NNESTs) participated in the study. The NESTs and NNESTs teach
English to primary school students from third to sixth grades.
All NEST participants were undergraduate degree holders majoring in different areas. Among the
participants, two (NT7 and NT9) majored in education and two (NT8 and NT10) minored in education,
which is in contrast with the NNEST participants who held a degree in education and had passed
the national qualifying exam to become teachers in state schools. The age of the NEST participants
ranged from 26 to 30, whereas the NNESTs participants’ ages ranged from 26 to 38. Most NEST
participants, except for three (NT2, NT8, NT10), had had no teaching experience before they came to
Korea. Their experience with teaching English in Korea varied from 4 to 16 months. Given that the vast
majority of NESTs working in Korea have no teaching experience [10], the proportion of participants
with teaching experience reflects the research context well. The NNEST participants had experience
teaching English that ranged from 1 year 6 months to 11 years.
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Table 1. Demographic information of participants.
ID

Gender

Age

Degree

Major

Nationality

NT1
NT2
NT3
NT4
NT5
NT6
NT7
NT8
NT9
NT10

F
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
F

30
25
23
28
25
29
24
25
25
26

BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA

Graphic Design
English Literature
English/Geography
History/English
English
Criminal Justice
Education
Media Studies/Education
Education
Political Science/Education

US
US
Ireland
Canada
US
US
US
UK
US
US

NNT1
NNT2
NNT3
NNT4
NNT5
NNT6
NNT7
NNT8
NNT9
NNT10

F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F

38
38
35
31
38
35
26
34
35
34

MA
MA
BA
BA
MA
MA
BA
MA
BA
BA

English Education
English Education
English Education
Primary Education
Primary Education
English Education
Primary Education
English Education
Primary Education
English Education

Korea
Korea
Korea
Korea
Korea
Korea
Korea
Korea
Korea
Korea

Teaching Experience
before Korea

Teaching Experience
in Korea

Certificate

Co-Teacher

4 y 8 months
4 y 9 months
9 months
2 y 10 months
4 months
10 months
2y
11 months
2 y 9 months
4 months

None
TESOL
TEFL
TESOL
None
TESOL
Teacher certificate
Teacher certificate, TEFL
None
TESOL

NNT1
NNT1
NNT2
NNT2
NNT3
NNT4
NNT5

9 y 4 months
11 y
6 y 10 months
3 y 4 months
4 y 3 months
3 y 6 months
1 y 6 months
9y
7 y 5 months
4y

Teacher certificate TESOL
Teacher certificate TESOL
Teacher certificate
Teacher certificate
Teacher certificate
Teacher certificate TESOL
Teacher certificate
Teacher certificate TESOL
Teacher certificate
Teacher certificate

NT1, NT2
NT3, NT4
NT5
NT6
NT7

NEST
None
4 months
None
None
None
None
None
1 y 4 months
None
2y
NNEST
15 y
16 y
9 y 10 months
5 y 4 months
14 y 10 months
5 y 6 months
1 y 6 months
12 y
11 y
11 y

Note: TESOL: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages; TEFL: Teaching English to as a Foreign Language.
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3.3. Data Collection and Analysis
Data were collected through semi-structured interviews designed to examine expatriate NESTs
and NNESTs’ teacher identities as individualized habitus during their co-teaching practices and
interactions with NNESTs as well as their power conflicts with NNESTs from the perspective of
Bourdieu’s concepts. The second author conducted all interviews face to face. Before the interview,
interviewees were informed that the data would be used only for research purposes and were asked to
sign a consent form. Interview questions assessed their perceived strengths and weaknesses as teachers
to understand their social capital; self-perceived position or status in the school; power relationships
between NESTs and NNESTs; and their satisfaction as teachers. Interviews lasted 1.3 h on average.
All data were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. NVivo software was used to enhance the data
analysis transparency and rigor of qualitative data analysis [64]. NVivo is appropriate for qualitative
data analysis as all codes are linked to data sources. Several types of data analysis were employed
in NVivo. First, a keyword search was used to learn how participants used words in context [65].
Second, content analysis was used to capture the prominent themes. We analyzed the data based on
the relevant literature. In particular, issues regarding cultural capital, habitus, power, and identity
were coded within the participant analysis, and issues that emerged from participants’ interviews
were compiled to find salient themes that emerged across participants [66]. Finally, these themes
were discussed in terms of cultural capital, habitus, and power conflicts that affect NESTs’ identity
formation and collective habitus. The following section presents the five main themes, including
NESTs’ linguistic capital (native-speakerness), NNESTs’ inferior status, NESTs’ inferior status due to
the lack of institutional cultural capital (tenured teacher), antagonistic collective habitus, and NESTs’
teacher identities, supported by relevant quotes from the interview data. Although the four themes are
presented separately, we do not assume that they are separate concepts. The four themes together
constitute the identity and collective habitus that help us understand the process of hegemonic relations
and social status trajectories.
4. Findings
4.1. Linguistic Capital: Native-Speakerism as the Prevalent Ideology of the English Teaching Field
Our data show the role of native-speakerism as the linguistic capital that NESTs distinctively
possess and as a “guiding ideology of practice” [67] that shapes both NNESTs and students’ attitudes
towards NESTs and produces shared beliefs, values, and meanings in this field. As students and
NNESTs believe in the ultimate value of linguistic competence, linguistic capital becomes symbolic
capital in the classroom. Native-speakerism leads to the belief shared by students and NNESTs that
only NESTs have a distinctive linguistic competence that NNESTs can never obtain which produces
NNESTs’ “permanent linguistic insecurity” [68]. Regarding their practical role in the classroom,
only NESTs can teach students specific aspects of linguistic competence such as pronunciation and
speaking. Native-speakerism as a value and shared belief fortifies social inequality by reproducing
NESTs’ superior status and maintains their domination in this field. Native-speakerism serves as a
collective culture that frames standard English as white middle-class English in this field. Accordingly,
native-speakerism in combination with standard English works as collective class habitus in two ways:
First, as it provides NESTs’ social power over NNESTs, NNESTs become second-class citizens; and
second, as non-white middle-class NESTs (e.g., African American or Asian American NESTs) are less
preferred by NNESTs, they have inferior status. Thus, native-speakerism shapes three classes: white
middle-class NESTs; non-white middle-class NESTs; and NNESTs. In fact, native-speakerism is a
multi-layered concept that intertwines individual, nation, ethnicity, and class.
As the guiding ideology and collective class habitus in this field, native-speakerism is
acknowledged by NNESTs based on their perception that all NESTs possess a high level of English
competence. For example, NNT6 reported, “NESTs’ English is 100% perfect, isn’t it?” NNT10 said,
“Korean English teachers can never use English well like native-speakers”. This point can be analyzed
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by Bourdieu’s concept of permanent linguistic insecurity as well [68] which implies that NNESTs’
sense of shame over their disparaged accent or linguistic competence and fortifies their inferior social
status in this field.
However, N5 pinpointed the multi-layered concept of native-speakerism in saying, “There are
many native English speakers who can’t speak English”. NT10 raised the issue of differences between
actual native-speakers and legal native-speakers, stating, “I was actually surprised by a few people in
my orientation group that were maybe Americans but just recently became citizens. So sometimes
their accents were so inaccurate that I was shocked”. In other words, recent USA citizens (for example,
non-native English-speaking immigrants with USA citizenship) without proper English competence
can become NESTs in Korea because the Korean recruiting system for NESTs works based on applicants’
citizenship of the USA or other English-speaking countries rather than their actual English competence.
The NESTs’ perceptions show that native-speakerism is not based on actual English competence but on
nationality which highlights the myth of native-speakerism.
In fact, NESTs possess varying degrees of cultural capital based on their educational background
and socioeconomic status. Accordingly, NESTs evaluate other NESTs’ English competence on the basis
of different types and degrees of capital. For example, NT5 said, “I really and truthfully think that
everyone should have at least an English degree. Or, I think history degrees are okay. Political science
degrees from the USA, I don’t think they should be here. They are terrible writers”. NT5 earned his
bachelor’s degree in English. NT10 also expressed the view that native speakers differ in English
speaking levels based on their family background and class. Paradoxically, NESTs are easily employed
as English teachers on the basis of native-speakerism, while they emphasized the individualized
linguistic competence conferred by institutional cultural capitals and socio-economic factors, including
family and class backgrounds, among NESTs.
On the other hand, NESTs recognize that their native-speaker identity presents as symbolic capital
that establishes their value as English teachers; for example, NT10 said, ‘Native English speakers
are the most confident in their English obviously because it doesn’t take any thought. And if you
put someone in the job who isn’t one hundred percent confident about English, then it’s going to
be hard for her to make their students confident about students’ English.’ All NEST interviewees
considered teaching English pronunciation as their value. Some interviewees even asserted that
NNESTs cannot teach pronunciation. NT5 stated, ‘The one thing that I don’t think they can ever do is
teach pronunciation how I can.’ NNESTs seem to acknowledge this. According to NT3, her Korean
co-teachers let students repeat the pronunciation after NT3, and she claimed that pronunciation is her
area of expertise. NT3 explained that, although her Korean co-teachers have very good English skills,
their pronunciation is imperfect. Native-speakerism shapes the valuable role of NESTs; they claim it as
their asset and NNESTs accept, which produces the practical habitus.
As expected, race produces another class in this field. Expressing her awareness that black
Americans are not welcomed by some in Korea, NT9 (black American) shared her experience
of rejection:
“Actually, when I first applied for work here, I had a recruiter. I said that I really wanted to
be in Seoul. And she replied ‘Well, where in Seoul are you thinking?’ I said, ‘Oh, you know
I love Gangnam, it’s really nice.’ She wasn’t sure if she could find me a job in Gangnam
though because they only want white teachers.”
Being aware of the social prejudice towards African Americans, she reported that she strove to set
a good example as a non-Caucasian NEST. She said that she always dresses well for school, possibly in
an attempt to compensate for her struggle with legitimacy. NT9 mentioned, “There’s a certain kind of
legitimacy that comes from being white”. This example reflects the perception of standard English as
that variety that the white middle class owns. Pavlenko’s [47] findings show that English education
leads non-native speakers to perceive white middle-class English as the norm of the English language,
and NT9’s example is a typical case of non-native-speakers’ prejudice of African American English
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as erroneous and inferior. To react to Koreans’ negative views of her ethnicity, NT9 attempted to act
white and middle class to compensate for the alleged illegitimate linguistic properties inferred from
her social properties. This point may indicate NT9’s mimicry of habitus of the dominant groups of
English language, since appearance is a common cultural code.
NNT4 illustrated an interesting example of NNESTs’ preference for white NESTs: “The principal
really likes NT5 because he is white. Our previous NESTs were Asians. Now we have a handsome
Caucasian from the US, so the principal seems to care about him. Other teachers like NT5 a lot too.
I think this is based on Korean local teachers’ toadyism. Previously they disliked Asian NESTs’ accents”.
NNT4’s interpretation of their colleagues’ preference as toadyism reflects NNESTs’ collective class
habitus of their acceptance of white middle-class English language. In contrast, NNT7 mentioned
that students did not necessarily prefer white NESTs, stating, “Students also seem to be interested
in black NESTs. They are not hostile to black NESTs”. NT10 indicated that NNEST’s preferences
for white NESTs did not reflect students’ interests. She said, “I get the impression that teachers and
parents always prefer white American female teachers. But from the students, I think they are just
interested in anybody who is foreign”. NNT4 and NNT5’s statements highlight the strong racial
prejudice among NNESTs, while students do not have such prejudice. This point may indicate that
teachers infuse students with racial prejudice related to English standards. Interestingly, NT10’s
statement about teachers and parents’ preference for white American female teachers implies that
native-speakerism incorporates a typical model of the individual English teacher involving multiple
social issues, including nation, ethnicity, class, and even gender.
Although NESTs have various types and levels of cultural capital, they are classified under
one category—native speakers. This point indicates the double-edged sword of native-speakerism:
while native-speakerism clearly distinguishes NESTs from NNESTs and gives NESTs socioeconomic
powers, it blurs other cultural capitals of which some NESTs want to take advantage. In other words,
the other forms of cultural capital that NESTs’ may possess are ignored and they are perceived as
belonging to just one category—NESTs—a category that even includes NESTs who do not possess actual
linguistic capital (recent American citizens who are not actual native English speakers). Accordingly,
native-speakerism may work to create the prejudice that NESTs possess only one cultural capital. This
prejudice hinders some NESTs who possess other forms of cultural capital that might enable them to
acquire the status of a professional teacher by developing their teacher identity and being accepted as
English teachers by NNESTs and the teacher community.
4.2. Native Speakerism as Symbolic Capital: NNESTs’ Feelings of Their Inferior Teacher Status and Their
Counterattack Through Institutional Cultural Capital
Students’ attitudes towards NESTs show how NESTs’ linguistic capital presents as symbolic capital
in the classroom. NESTs’ native-speakerness as linguistic capital is highly valued by students and
NNESTs recognize students’ strong preference for NESTs. For example, NNT5 said, “To be honest with
you, no matter how much I try, my students can still notice my Korean accent. Of course, they don’t say
it explicitly, but I can see their enthusiastic preference for NESTs in their eyes”. NNT8 indicated that,
because of students’ preference for NESTs and NNESTs’ lack of English-speaking competence, NESTs
are mainly English teachers while NNESTs are classroom managers and illustrated this, “Students
tend to pay attention when their NEST talks to them. When NNESTs are not confident with their
English, NESTs take the full control of the class. In this case, NNESTs stand just at the back and NESTs
teach from the beginning to the end”. This example indicates how native-speakerness as symbolic
capital in the classroom empowers NESTs as legitimate English teachers and disempowers NNESTs.
The NNESTs clearly recognize their inferior status in the classroom and feel intimidated by NESTs.
The permanent linguistic insecurity that NNESTs face exacerbates the perception of their inferior
social status.
However, NNESTs perceive that students’ prejudice in favor of NESTs may not be based on
actual NESTs’ competence as teachers but on mere native-speakerism. For example, NNT3 reported,
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“Students don’t care whether their NESTs prepare for their classes or not. To the students, NESTs are
perfect English teachers simply because they are native speakers of English”. This example shows
that NNESTs separate native-speakerness from the teaching competence that is perceived as NNESTs’
strength. NNT3’s statement implies that native-speakerness is overvalued and does not guarantee an
effective English education.
NNT2 felt that students ignored her when she was with NESTs. NNT1 expressed her anxiety
about the idea that students’ prejudice in favor of NESTs may deprive her of authority and respect as a
teacher and said,
“I am afraid of being compared with NESTs. What if my students think NESTs are better than
I am? Students tend to think NNESTs are not legitimate English teachers. So, I sometimes
find myself emphasizing that I am a tenured English teacher. For example, I tell them that I
have the right to evaluate them. Students seem to think NNESTs are inferior to NESTs. So, I
somehow imply that NESTs are temporary workers.”
NNT1’s statement offers an interesting example of how NNESTs feel about losing their power
because students value the NESTs’ linguistic capital which becomes a form of symbolic capital.
This example clearly shows that NNESTs struggle to gain power with their institutional cultural capital
(position as tenured teacher) against NESTs’ linguistic capital by infusing students with the value of
their tenured position.
Both NNT10 and NNT9 revealed how NESTs take advantage of the symbolic capital of
native-speakerness to reproduce their dominant status in this field. NNT10 said, “NESTs consider
themselves as the masters of English. They detest advice. Even when we try to say something, they
don’t like it”. NESTs’ authoritative behavior manifests the fact that the dominant party’s linguistic
habitus becomes the norm. NNT9 also reported a similar experience by saying, “There are some NESTs
who are unhappy with my advice. They seem to think ‘you speak poor English, so I don’t need your
help.’ No matter how good or bad my English is, I have a sophisticated level of knowledge about
teaching”. This example demonstrates how NNESTs feel intimidated by this symbolic capital and try
to highlight their strength—pedagogical knowledge.
Additionally, NNESTs raised the issue of NESTs’ lack of teaching qualifications. NNT8 expressed
her mistrust of NESTs’ teaching quality and the effectiveness of NESTs’ education and said, “Do we
need to spend a lot of money on NESTs, which does not guarantee that NESTs will be effective?
We don’t have to bring NESTs who are unqualified. I think NESTs should be well trained. NNESTs are
experts in English teaching. NESTs should be aware of the fact that speaking English and teaching
English are two different things”. NNT9’s statement shows how NNESTs struggle to gain their power
by valuing their cultural capital and devaluing NESTs’.
4.3. Institutional Cultural Capital and Nests’ Inferior Teacher Status
The NESTs themselves recognize their limited institutional cultural capital, which comprises
educational backgrounds, teacher certifications, and culturally appropriate pedagogical knowledge.
Most NESTs in Korea are novice teachers, partly because the hiring process does not consider teaching
experience or qualifications as essential criteria for job candidates. In particular, NESTs’ lack of teaching
training and experiences critically affects classroom management competence. Classroom management
is reported to be the major concern for beginner teachers [69]. The NNESTs perceive that NESTs should
not manage the classroom when co-teaching. NNT8 reported, “At the beginning of a semester, students
often make trouble. So, I ask the NEST not to deal with the problem by himself and tell me. In fact,
when the NEST is involved in handling troubles, a complaint could be raised. Moreover, the NEST
does not deal with students’ troubles in class very effectively”. NNT3 gave an example of the lack of
NESTs’ classroom management skills by saying, “For example, NT6 is somewhat insensitive. He plays
with the students during class until I must signal him to stop. He doesn’t know how to behave in
class”. NNT4 pointed out her NT5 co-teacher’s poor classroom management ability based on his lack
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of teaching training and experience. NT5 (NNT3’s co-teacher) agreed that he lacked experience and
classroom management competence, stating, “At first, I was letting the Korean teachers do all the
classroom management. I guess I didn’t have a whole lot of experience with children”. NT2 also
mentioned that classroom management is his weakness as an English teacher. NT4 clearly expressed
the view that classroom management is NESTs’ weakness but NNESTs’ strength, and he relied entirely
on NNESTs for discipline in class.
Interestingly, NNESTs brought up a language issue related to the classroom management, as
when NNT10 reported, “I think it is more effective to use Korean rather than English teachers for
class management. Talking in English repeatedly, ‘Be quiet!’ doesn’t work. However, scolding in
Korean just once works for the students”. Because of the language issue, NT3 did not consider
effective classroom management an achievable competence. This case of the particular language use
for classroom management is very interesting, because it demonstrates how NNESTs’ exclusive use
of Korean language for student discipline reflects the power of NNESTs. This is the moment when
NNESTs’ tenured positions become the symbolic capital that leads NNESTs to dominate the classroom.
The NESTs are not expected or encouraged to use Korean language during class, and indeed NESTs find
it inappropriate to use Korean in English classes. For example, NT5 said, “I just think it’s not helpful for
the students to speak in Korean, especially when I am in the classroom”. However, use of the Korean
language by NNESTs, who are also English teachers for effective classroom management, may highlight
an implicit agreement between NNESTs and students about NNESTs’ exclusive teacher authority, thus
revealing the social exclusion of NESTs from classroom politics or formal teacher–student relations.
The issue of language in relation to classroom management can be serious as it can become an intrinsic
weakness of NESTs that hinders the development of their professional teacher identities.
More than half of the NEST participants claimed that they usually let NNESTs manage the
classroom as classroom management is beyond their competence, partly because they have limited
understanding of the local educational culture and partly because they view themselves as unqualified
and inexperienced. Since classroom management is considered an important part of teachers’
competence in schools [70], the inability to control the classroom deprives them of teacher authority
and autonomy as teachers. NT1 said, “I feel like the students are also not going to see you as an actual
teacher if you are not managing the classroom like a teacher or if you are leaving it completely in
the hands of your co-teacher”. As expected, all NEST interviewees responded that students behave
differently with NNESTs than with NESTs. NT3 commented, “They kind of treat me like I’m the same
age as they are. I think my co-teacher is kind of the adult, and I’m kind of in the middle, and then the
students are there”. This shows that students perceive different levels of authority. NT10 mentioned the
perceived inequality between NESTs and NNESTs, saying, “We don’t have the same level of authority.
Students know we are contract teachers, and NNESTs are tenure teachers”. When asked why it matters
to control class, NT7 answered, “because the students need to know that I’m a teacher too and that I
also have authority”. Thus, NESTs recognize that NNESTs’ institutional cultural capital embodied in
the tenured position emerges as symbolic capital in the classroom, and they feel inferior to NNESTs in
terms of their status as teachers in the classroom.
The NESTs’ lack of teacher authority, due to the fact of their insufficient classroom management
competence, might seem to contradict previous interview data showing that students are enthusiastic
about NESTs because of native-speakerism. Students’ contradictory attitudes and behavior
towards NESTs and NNESTs indicate the complexity of two different forms of symbolic capital
(English-nativeness and classroom management by tenured teachers). Students may change their
behavior and attitudes towards NESTs in different situations based on the form of symbolic capital
highlighted; when students focus on English and foreigners (i.e., English-nativeness as symbolic
capital is highlighted) they tend to be enthusiastic about NESTs and ignore NNESTs, while they submit
to NNESTs’ authority (i.e., classroom management by tenured teachers) and ignore NESTs when
NNESTs have the power of student assessment. Symbolic capital provides the power to dominate the
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field. The NESTs and NNESTs, through their respective forms of symbolic capital, feel powerful and
powerless simultaneously which confuses them and leads to power struggles.
4.4. Collective Antagonistic Habitus and NESTs’ Teacher Identities as Individualized Habitus
The NESTs must teach with NNESTs and often they co-teach with several different NNESTs.
For example, NT9 taught English grades 3-6 and had three different NNESTs. Thus, NESTs must
negotiate the various teaching practices of different NNESTs. NT4 expressed confusion over his role in
co-teaching since “everybody seems to have a wide variety of different ideas and styles”. He reports
this difficulty as follows: “It’s really difficult. I am in that situation now because my two co-teachers
are totally opposite in their styles, which is okay for me in a sense, but it’s really hard to do this one set
of things for one teacher and then to teach in a totally different style for another”. NT2, who taught
with five different NNESTs, describes this teaching arrangement as flawed since his five NNESTs
have varying needs. When asked how he copes, he answered: “I try and let them be the boss”. As
NESTs are contract teachers without teacher training and local cultural knowledge, they mostly follow
NNESTs’ teaching styles and demands, which makes them perceive their co-teaching role as being
teaching assistants rather than real teachers. NT1 expressed dissatisfaction with her role as an assistant
in the classroom and seemed to think it unfair that NNESTs gave her no respect as a competent teacher
when she has earned a good reputation for leading classes with high student satisfaction and taught in
Korea more than four years. The NESTs’ asymmetric power relationship with NNESTs in planning and
organizing their teaching may be projected in their self-image as incompetent teachers and construct
their fragmented teacher identity. This point is reflected by NT2’s statement that he just follows his
co-teachers’ teaching styles.
Being employed without teacher training, NESTs imitated Korean co-teachers (NNESTs)’ teaching
styles and methods. NT3 said, “The first week that I was here, I observed my co-teacher teaching and I
planned my lessons similar to the way she planned hers because I just learnt from her”. As illustrated in
the interview, many NESTs imitate NNESTs and NNESTs serve as role models for NESTs. Furthermore,
NNESTs’ vague guidelines are not useful for NESTs, particularly since most NESTs are novices. NT4
reported: “Like everyone else just always said from the beginning, ‘whatever you want to do, just do it.’
And I think that’s a horrible way of telling someone to do their job. I think in the beginning, they should
have told me what was expected of me, how to run the class, and how to do these things. I would
just copy what they were doing sometimes, and they weren’t doing the best job I think”. NT4’s case
clearly shows a lack of communication and dissatisfaction with his Korean co-teachers’ vague advice.
The NNESTs and NESTs have different expectations about the other party’s roles, and both seemed
disappointed. As novice teachers, NESTs need sufficient communication about NNESTs’ expectations
for teaching methods, pedagogy, and students. Although co-teaching demands collaboration [71],
NESTs and NNESTs do not seem to work together on lessons. NT6 reported: “Actually it’s funny
because I think we don’t show each other our lesson plan until the day we are going to teach, and then
we just show each other in the morning about 5 min before. I prefer that because it’s just easy. But at
the same time, I think I would want a little more preparation”. NT6 reported that he hardly discussed
lesson plans with his co-teachers. In general, collaboration and interactions for robust co-teaching were
not carried out and both parties seemed to abandon such co-teaching. NT10 also said, “We [NT10 and
her co-teachers] usually divide out the sections in the textbook. They always take reading or writing.
I always take speaking. They must think that they should use me specifically for that”. NNESTs
did not try to hide the practical purpose of employing NESTs. For example, NNT3 sarcastically said,
“Didn’t we bring NESTs because of their expensive pronunciation?” and emphasized that “NNESTs are
fully capable of teaching English without NESTs”. NNT3’s statement is a typical example of NNESTs’
grievance against the policymakers’ overestimation of NESTs’ role in teaching English and their fear of
losing their legitimacy which leads to their negative attitude towards NESTs.
The NNESTs expressed mistrust of NESTs’ teaching quality and sense of responsibility because
they thought that some NESTs regard teaching as just a way of earning money to pay for travel
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expenses. This point also results in NNESTs’ negative attitude towards NESTs. Interestingly, most
NEST interviewees were aware of this negative image of NESTs. NT2 commented on some irresponsible
NESTs: ”I will say that many foreigners are really bad at teaching and just live their lives because they
go out and drink too much”. The NEST interviewees tried to distance themselves from the widely
perceived image of the irresponsible and unreliable NEST community. NT10 said, “Since I do care,
it worries me. I don’t want them [NNESTs] to think that I don’t care about the job”. NT4 reported
that many NESTs who become teachers are mentally and pedagogically not prepared to teach and
consequently disappoint NNESTs’ expectations. NNT3 gave an example of NESTs’ irresponsible
behavior. She said, “He couldn’t even explain his own PPT slides. It seemed that he downloaded
the file and never practiced it. He has been late for school many times. He comes to class late.” The
NNESTs became prejudiced against NESTs through bad experiences, as NT8 and NT2 explained,
which exacerbated the lack of communication and interaction. Under this prejudice, NESTs have few
opportunities to prove themselves as teachers; they often remain subject to monitoring by NNESTs,
contributing only as tools for pronunciation practice.
Teaching practices as habitus show distinct roles of NESTs as practical teaching tools focused
on speaking and NNESTs as surveillants, which causes an antagonistic culture. This antagonistic
habitus is exacerbated by the lack of interactions with NNESTs, since they are unable to establish
co-teaching roles, as previously discussed. NT2 may have expected his Korean co-teacher to lead him
as a mentor to become a competent teacher, and his co-teacher may have expected him to work as a
competent teacher. These conflicts should have been fully explored and resolved through intensive
communication between NESTs and NNESTs. NT2 said, “And she said ‘Oh, I’m not your teacher, you
should know how to do this because you have been doing this for a year and a half’. I said, ‘Yeah, but
you have been doing this for ten, so you should be able to show me how to do these things. If you
know something better, then tell me.’ But she actually is acting as a boss”. NT4 mentioned a cultural
difference that helps explain why NNESTs do not confront uncomfortable issues: “The funny thing
about Korean culture is that people don’t like to talk about their problems. They just want you to know
it or they just get mad.” As NESTs perceive NNESTs as boss, this culture of a lack of communication
works as habitus in this field which discourages NESTs’ communication motivations and activities.
Antagonistic collective habitus has developed as a result of unsatisfactory co-teaching roles, lack of
interactions, different expectations, mistrust, negative attitudes, and cultural differences. Additionally,
as the antagonistic collective habitus is originated by both NNESTs and NESTs’ feelings of injustice, the
antagonistic habitus seriously affects co-teaching relationships and practices. For example, NT6 made
an interesting statement related to NNESTs’ feelings of injustice: “Because it was one of those things
where I think NNESTs have to do a lot more work to become a teacher as opposed to the foreigners
who just kind of come here and don’t really have to know anything but teach, so I think there is a little
bit of jealousy from NNESTs”. NESTs’ feelings of injustice, as previously discussed, stem from the fact
that they think they deserve to be treated as teachers and colleagues rather than as assistants.
The analysis result shows that NESTs’ teacher identity ranges from “trained teacher” to “learner”
based on whether they have the institutional cultural capital or not. NT4 portrayed himself as a
“learner” who has an undergraduate degree in English. On the other hand, NT7 with a teacher
certificate (BA degree in education) explicitly highlighted her teacher identity. NT8 described himself
as a “trained British teacher” who obtained a teacher certificate (BA degree in education). Interestingly,
both NT4 (34 months teaching in Korea) and NT8 (16 months teaching in the UK and 11 months in
Korea) have around three years of teaching experience, and NT4 can be regarded as a more experienced
teacher in Korean primary school. In comparison, NT7 (24 months teaching in Korea) has less teaching
experience than NT4. However, the teacher certificate as institutional cultural capital rather than
teaching experience seems to be a more important resource for NESTs’ teacher identities. Only two
out of ten NEST interviewees had teacher certificates. Some NEST interviewees were aware that they
lack institutional cultural capital which makes them inferior in the social order and raised the issue of
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organizational inequality. For example, NT5 said, “I think it’s more demotivating and unfair that you
are not evaluated on progress but on the teacher certificates or degree you hold.”
NT2 pointed out that many NESTs have not constructed their teacher identity and said, “The
first month, I felt like I was just a tool, like something that you use on occasion”. NESTs’ negative
self-images based on the lack of institutional cultural capital seem to increase their reliance upon
their co-teachers and accept their inferior position, which is illustrated in the following extracts. NT4
said, “I’m not a teacher. I never studied education in my university. I’m just trying to learn as I go”.
NT4’s identity as a learner seems to reflect his inferior position, which leads to passive interactions
with co-teachers and subordinates him to them, since NT4 said that whenever he and his co-teachers
have conflicts, he abandons discussions with them and follows their lead. Sometimes, if his views on
discipline differ, he keeps silent.
Interestingly, all NEST interviewees emphasized their role as entertainers for students. The NEST
interviewees used several metaphors to describe this particular role, including “game host”, “cartoon
character”, and “trained monkey”. NT5 commented, “In front of my students, I’m basically a mixture
between a cartoon character and a game show host”. This is related to NESTs’ identities as “teacher
without authority”. The metaphors show NESTs’ dissatisfaction with being devalued in the classroom,
their lack of authority, and their identity as incompetent teachers.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
This study investigated expatriate NESTs’ teacher identities as individualized habitus and
collective habitus during their co-teaching practices as well as their interactions and power conflicts
with NNESTs within Bourdieu’s concepts of field, capital, and habitus. In identity literature, expatriate
NESTs have received less attention than NNESTs in terms of power conflicts and teacher identity. As
most NESTs in Korea do not have institutional cultural capital, they may experience themselves as
second-class citizens which impedes their construction of teacher identity. NESTs’ relationships with
NNESTs may embody dynamic power conflicts in their co-teaching contexts, since NNESTs who regard
NESTs as threats to their profession try to keep their vested rights in the classroom and organization.
Thus, power struggles between NESTs and NNESTs in producing and reproducing superior social
status in the field of English teaching are apparent, because they possess different cultural capitals that
become symbolic capitals in the classroom.
The interview analysis found that the two symbolic capitals create complexity in power. One
symbolic capital is based on native-speakerism as the prevalent ideology in the field of English
teaching, and the other is the tenured teacher position based on institutional cultural capitals. Our
data show the role of native-speakerism as the linguistic capital that NESTs distinctively possess and
as a guiding ideology of practice that shapes both NNESTs and students’ attitudes towards NESTs and
produces values, meanings, and norms in this field. The data reveal that native-speakerism causes
NNESTs’ permanent linguistic insecurity. Native-speakerism in combination with values and shared
beliefs fortifies social inequality by reproducing NESTs’ domination in this field. Native-speakerism
combined with white middle-class English as the norm works as a collective class habitus and creates
three classes: white middle-class NESTs, non-white middle class NESTs, and NNESTs. Additionally,
native-speakerism is a double-edged power for NESTs, giving them power over NNESTs based on
linguistic capital but also branding NESTs as unqualified and incompetent teachers who lack proper
institutional cultural capital. On the other hand, the tenure–contract distinction based on institutional
cultural capital causes NESTs’ institutional insecurity, and they perceive themselves as unqualified
teachers. Their institutional insecurity makes them depend on NNESTs and limits their role as specific
linguistic tools. Each form of symbolic capital provides power to dominate the field and reproduce
superior social status; however, each form of symbolic capital also deprives the rival of a sense of
security. Accordingly, NESTs feel empowered through their linguistic symbolic capital but suffer
institutional insecurity based on their lack of institutional cultural capital as symbolic capital, while
NNESTs are empowered through their institutional cultural capital but suffer from linguistic insecurity.
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Thus, symbolic capitals make both NESTs and NNESTs simultaneously enjoy relative power and suffer
from a sense of relative deprivation.
According to the data analysis, power conflicts seem to involve processes that are not necessarily
linear: first, noticing or acknowledging that the other party’s cultural capital has become symbolic
capital and that students follow the power of symbolic capital; second, being anxious about losing one’s
own power and falling into an inferior status; and third, trying to value one’s own cultural capital and
devalue the other party’s to maintain a superior social status. The NNEST interviewees felt threatened
by NESTs’ linguistic capital and expressed their anxiety about losing their legitimacy and authority
upon noticing students’ enthusiasm and preference for NESTs. They valued their institutional cultural
capital and reminded students of the authority that tenured teachers hold to evaluate students. The
NNEST interviewees expressed dissatisfaction about the policy of recruiting NESTs and want to discard
the policy.
On the other hand, according to the NEST interviewees, their limited role in classroom management
makes them insecure about their teacher authority, which in turn makes them feel incompetent and
dependent on NNESTs. Their self-perception of being unqualified contract teachers not only limits
classroom management but also makes them subordinate to NNESTs. Their anxiety about their lack of
institutional cultural capital makes them feel unequal to NNESTs, as that lack diminishes their authority.
In the classroom, NEST interviewees revealed that students denied NESTs’ teacher authority when
they followed NNESTs’ authority, since students perceived their asymmetric power relationships. The
NEST interviewees expressed dissatisfaction about their roles and constructed disrupted or fragmented
teacher identities.
Teaching practices as habitus show a division of roles—between NESTs as practical teaching tools
focused on speaking and NNESTs as surveillants based on mistrust—as well as a disappointment with
each other’s roles in co-teaching practices and a lack of interaction, which result in distorted, fragmented,
and disconnected co-teaching between the teachers. These ill-matched co-teaching practices cause an
antagonistic collective habitus that in turn exacerbates the fragmented and disconnected co-teaching
that lacks proper collaboration and interactions among co-teachers. The habitus is thus continuously
produced and reproduced.
The NNESTs’ grievance against the policymakers’ overestimation of the NESTs’ role in teaching
English and fear of losing the legitimacy of their English teacher positions lead them to form negative
attitudes towards NESTs. The NESTs feel that they are unfairly treated by NNESTs because NNESTs
do not appreciate their teaching leadership and efforts in the classroom and treat them as teaching
assistants or specialized linguistic tools rather than as real teachers or colleagues. Antagonistic
collective habitus between NESTs and NNESTs in this field resulted in negative aspects in co-teaching
practices. Additionally, arising from the feelings of injustice or unfairness on the part of both NNESTs
and NESTs, the antagonistic collective habitus seriously affects co-teaching relationships and practices.
The division of roles in the co-teaching practice does not create synergism but instead leads to NESTs’
fragmented teacher identities as functional teachers without authority and respect, while NNESTs
experience insecurity and anxiety. Because of the complexity of their power relations, NESTs experience
a power rollercoaster from being the most legitimate English teacher to working as a classroom assistant,
depending on the operation of the two symbolic capitals. NESTs seem to suffer from their fragmented
teacher identity by serving trained monkeys working between the trainer (NNESTs) and the audience
(students) or as classroom assistants who feel betrayed because they believe that they are employed
as teachers.
Our interview data demonstrate the interrelatedness of Bourdieu’s three pillar concepts. The
English teaching field creates a shared belief in and norm of two forms of symbolic capital; however,
under the condition of two forms of symbolic capital divided between the NESTs and NNESTs, this field
has become a battlefield where NESTs and NNESTs, loaded with their symbolic capital as weapons,
struggle to gain power, legitimacy, field domination, and superior status. Their power struggle shapes
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the fragmented teacher identities caused by linguistic and institutional insecurities as individualized
habitus and antagonistic collective habitus.
Thus, we argue that the sociological frameworks of Bourdieu’s concepts might provide novel
insights into understanding the NESTs’ power rollercoaster (i.e., extreme shifts of power) and the
nature of the power struggle between NESTs and NNESTs. Bourdieu’s concepts of field, capital, and
habitus provide a sociological vocabulary for the illumination and analysis of NESTs’ teacher identities
and social status trajectories. This study shows that NESTs’ difficulties in constructing teacher identities
increase their dissatisfaction with their current roles as well as NNESTs’ insecurity and fragmented
teacher identities. Interestingly, the NEST interviewees expressed having experienced a healing process
during the interview, which highlights their considerable distress. This exploratory study is a rare
piece of empirical research that shows the relational effects of Bourdieu’s three concepts on NESTs
and NNESTs’ teacher identities and collective habitus in the field of English teaching. This study
provides an important implication for theory and policy—that the English education practices and
policies based on the ideology of native-speakerism fortify students’ preference for native English
and negative attitudes towards localized variants of English, which threatens not only linguistic and
cultural diversities of non-native localized variants of English and their sustainability but also NNESTs’
teacher identities. To address problems with the application of native-speakerism ideology to ELT
policies and practices, a commonly recommended proposal is that a localized model, linguistically,
culturally and politically more effective to English teachers and learners in the local context, should
be applied instead of a native speaker model [8]. Our research findings strongly recommend that
Korean ELT policy should first develop an effective localized ELT model, and find a way to integrate
the localized model in ELT practices. Additionally, further studies investigating students’ preference
for NESTs can produce useful implications to establish an effective localized ELT model.
Author Contributions: K.H. and S.Y.Y. developed conceptualization and methodology, S.Y.Y. interviewed the
participants, K.H. and S.Y.Y. performed formal analysis, K.H. performed writing—original draft preparation, and
K.H. and S.Y.Y. did writing—review and editing.
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